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 9TH & 10TH GRADE FILMS
This year, the 9th and 10th grade Film and Video
students are presenting short narrative films
they created using the theme, “Time.” Students

focused on using visual storytelling devices as
opposed to dialogue. We began these films in the

first marking period, and collaborated with
Theatre students who ARE the featured actors. 

 
Students interpreted the theme in a number of
different ways, including time constraints and

time loops, among others. 

"Time"



 9TH & 10TH GRADE FILMS
"Just Clowning Around""Just Clowning Around"

Directed by Rosaleen DaleyDirected by Rosaleen Daley
Either love 'em or hate 'em, but the clowns are out there.

"Slow Motion""Slow Motion"
Directed by Gabbie Conchilla and Alek YaninekDirected by Gabbie Conchilla and Alek Yaninek

After being knocked out in a fight, the main character finds they are

reliving their day in slow motion.

"Chronophobia""Chronophobia"
Directed by Scarlett WerntgesDirected by Scarlett Werntges

Emma forces herself into a never-ending, repetitive cycle, caused by

past trauma. However, that all changes when she receives a letter

from a childhood friend.

"Wake Up""Wake Up"
Directed by Nadia TrufahnestockDirected by Nadia Trufahnestock

The journey of friends--the birth, the fall, and the demise.



"Static""Static"
Directed by Sam SeltzerDirected by Sam Seltzer

Lewis sits down to watch a film, but he realizes that his life is passing by

without him and is unable to break away from the screen.

"Vincent""Vincent"
Directed by Chris HernandezDirected by Chris Hernandez

A musician slowly goes deaf from going to a party and does not know

how to continue in life.

"Hourglass""Hourglass"
Directed by Kiefer Ziegler and Remy GarbrickDirected by Kiefer Ziegler and Remy Garbrick

A man struggles with time.

"No Trespassing""No Trespassing"
Directed by Noam Filizzi, Felix Legaspi,Directed by Noam Filizzi, Felix Legaspi,  

Collin McGrath, and Maya NelsonCollin McGrath, and Maya Nelson
A young boy bored at home decides to take a trip to the tangled forest

and it all...goes...WRONG.



"$weet money""$weet money"
Directed by Sara KellyDirected by Sara Kelly

Four very different girls all share the same dream of winning a baking

contest to solve their financial problems.

"Intellectual God Child""Intellectual God Child"
Directed by Luuki ZiesenheimDirected by Luuki Ziesenheim

The timelines system, run by an immortal clock resetting Earth's

timelines every time something goes wrong, faces impending doom

when Intellectual God Child takes a photo that reveals to all of

humanity the true nature of their creation.

"Rebirth is a Job""Rebirth is a Job"
Directed by Lily ComptonDirected by Lily Compton

A man puts his trust in the wrong stranger in an attempt to break out

of his dull routine, and in return, is forced to relive his entire life as a

third party until he loses himself completely.

IntermissionIntermission



The 11th and 12th grade Film and Video students
are presenting short narrative films they
created within the theme, “Perception and

Perspective.” Students explored the various
aspects of this theme before beginning their

work. Students created these films during the
first marking period, and collaborated with

Theatre students who ARE the featured actors. 

 11TH & 12TH GRADE FILMS
"Perception & Perspective"



 11TH & 12TH GRADE FILMS
"Exilic""Exilic"

Directed by Asher Brown-NystromDirected by Asher Brown-Nystrom
Exilic passes through; observing and interacting with an unknown world.

"Logway""Logway"
Directed by Daniel Navas and Damon TangDirected by Daniel Navas and Damon Tang

Two teens explore an abandoned hiking trail to find out if the legend

surrounding it is true.

"The Notebook""The Notebook"
Directed by ShaKur BaskervilleDirected by ShaKur Baskerville

Kai, a high school student, possesses a magical notebook that brings

drawings to life, but has no idea what power the notebook is truly

capable of.  When Kai is not around, it is his drawing's time to shine!

"It's All Now""It's All Now"
Directed by Casey KopetchnyDirected by Casey Kopetchny

Past, present, and future converge into one.



"You're Never Gonna Believe this""You're Never Gonna Believe this"
Directed by John Ames and Caleb PettingellDirected by John Ames and Caleb Pettingell

Two idiotic guys disagree about how they caught Sasquatch.

"Seen""Seen"
Directed by Aleena BrownDirected by Aleena Brown

A girl is watched.

"Creating Red Love""Creating Red Love"
Directed by Ce NeyerDirected by Ce Neyer

An artist creates a doll, then gives it a consciousness.  The doll and

artist enter into an abusive relationship.

"Modest""Modest"
Directed by Gwenever GriestDirected by Gwenever Griest

A short film that follows three different women through different

struggles that ultimately stem from misogyny.



"Life According to Leo""Life According to Leo"
Directed by Matthew MooreDirected by Matthew Moore

Don't think about it too hard.

"A Fire in the Cabin""A Fire in the Cabin"
Directed by Colin MichelsDirected by Colin Michels

A man explores his guilty conscience as he spends a weekend locked

away inside his cabin.

CASA FILM DISCLAIMER:CASA FILM DISCLAIMER:
Some of the student films may not be suitable for children.

The views and opinions expressed in student artwork and films are

solely those of the student creators.  These views and opinions do not

necessarily represent those of Capital Area School for the Arts

Charter School.  Thank you.



Want to watch these

great films again?

 

Visit the CASA Film 

YouTube page at

www.youtube.com/casafilm.

 

Like and subscribe!
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Purchase your

tickets HERE!

Tickets for our spring musical,

RENT, are now on sale!

March 24

 7:00 p.m. 

March 25

  7:00 p.m. 

March 26

 3:00 p.m.

Whitaker Center for

Science and the Arts

https://www.showtix4u.com/event-details/70485

